It's here! Today is...

Become a star in the 2022 Awareness Day video project! Wear your SCN2A gear, post pix to social media then

#HASHTAG IT: Use Foundation hashtags: #SCN2A, #CureSCN2A, #SCN2AAwareness

Check out the 2021 video of the SCN2A community spreading awareness.

Spread Awareness Today!
Awareness leads to a CURE through research with a lot of fundraising in between! Help us out on International SCN2A Awareness Day by creating a simple Facebook fundraiser right now! It's very effective, there are no fees and it's as simple as creating a post and clicking on the 'raise money' icon (at the bottom of your post click on the 3 dots to 'add' to your post). Or just share the fundraiser from our public facebook page.

California, Pennsylvania and Massachusetts issue official proclamations designating February 24th as SCN2A Awareness Day!

A big THANK YOU to the Park, Opthof-Cordaro and Forbes families for spearheading the efforts in these states. Ask us how you can advocate for an official awareness
Press Release

LJ proudly displays Pennsylvania's official SCN2A Awareness Day proclamation!
THANK YOU to the Park Family and California Assembly member Mike Gipson (D-Carson) for their advocacy efforts on behalf of the state resolution proclaiming February 24 as California's SCN2A Awareness Day! Look for celebratory photos from the capital later today on social media! Press Release

Action Potential Grant RFA is **OPEN**!

Calling all researchers interested in SCN2A: Grant amounts up to $100,000. LOI due April 1. **Apply today**!

Awareness Day Donation